The benefits of whole home heating
More efficient
Heating your entire home throughout to a comfortable even temperature using a single
source of heat is considerably more efficient than using individual room heaters. The cost of
running a heating system is lower over a whole home than the cost to heat the same space
by any other means including air console heat pumps.
More control
With a hydronic floor or radiator system every room can be fully controlled for both time
and temperature so you will experience just the level of comfort you desire, room by room.
You can even apply smart phone activated control to your heating system.
Controlling your heating effectively increases the system efficiency even further
Cleaner and healthier
No fans stirring up dust and allergens, no soot or smoke a hydronic heating system is super
clean, so clean in fact that a hydronic heating system is ideal for those who suffer from
respiratory problems such as Asthma.
Installing a heating system in your home is not just great for you and your family it is also
good for your home. Less moisture in the atmosphere prevents the build-up of mould in
furniture and carpets, and reduces condensation issues. Decoration will stay crisp and clean
for longer.
A real investment
Unlike almost any other heating option a whole home system adds to the capitol value of
your home in some cases the cost of your investment is covered by the value your heating
system has added. It is also one of few features recognised as likely to lead to a quicker sale.
Relax and enjoy
Rather than making the most of a warm room with a fire on winters evenings before
heading of down the hallway to the Siberian climate of the bedrooms. Your family will have
the freedom to use every part of your home in comfort, every day of the year.
Your whole home will be welcoming and your family content.

